Binocular stereo matching aims to obtain disparities from two very close views. Existing stereo matching methods may cause false matching when there are much image noise and disparity discontinuities. This paper proposes a novel binocular stereo matching algorithm based on SAD and improved Census transformation. We first perform improved Census transformation, and then we get the matching costs by combining SAD and improved Census transformation. Finally we cluster the matching costs and calculate the disparities. To generate better disparities, we further propose the improved bilateral and selective filters to enhance the accuracy of disparities. Experimental results show that our binocular stereo matching can produce more accurate and complete disparities, and it works well in complex scenes with irregular shapes and more objects, thus it has wide applications in stereoscopic image processing.
Introduction
Nowadays, binocular vision has wide applications, such as human face recognition, object tracking and virtual reality (VR). Stereo matching, which aims to obtain the depth information from left and right image pairs shot by binocular cameras, is a key technology in binocular vision. Stereo matching has been studied for many years, and many excellent algorithms have been proposed. Most stereo matching algorithms are based on the similarity, epipolar, uniqueness, continuity and ordering constraints, and include the following steps: (1) matching cost computation; (2) matching cost aggregation; (3) disparity computation; (4) disparity refinement. The matching cost is decided by the differences of gray values of corresponding pixels in left and right images.
Traditional stereo matching methods, such as Sum of absolute difference (SAD) and sum of squared difference (SSD), which are designed for simple scenes, cannot process textureless images, and are sensitive to the light variations and noises. In contrast, normalized cross correlation (NCC) can better resist noises, and would not be affected by the light variations, but this method is computation-intensive. To cope with complex scenes and light variations, census transformation is proposed. Although this method is successful in texture-less images, it depends on the central pixel of the template, and thus the matching results may be degraded when the central pixel is affected by noises.
In this paper, we propose a novel method for more accurate and efficient stereo matching. In particular, we first perform census transformation in the left and right images; then we calculate the matching cost by combining SAD and the improved census transformation; finally, we cluster the matching cost and calculate the disparities. To further improve the quality and accuracy of disparities, we propose a post-processing method based on the improved bilateral filtering, which combines calculated disparities and original RGB images. In our method, the combination of disparity and color information can effectively solve the information loss problem in traditional bilateral filtering, and thus can obtain complete and accurate disparities. To fill in the holes after the bilateral filtering, we further propose a selective filtering approach, which is based on the analysis of the filtered disparity histograms. Since the disparity calculation and filtering of each pixel are independent, we apply OpenMP for multi-thread parallel processing on CPU, which can save much time.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a brief summary of related work. In Section 3, we present the detailed algorithm of our stereo matching. Section 4 shows results and comparisons. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section 5.
Related work
Binocular stereo matching was first proposed by Robert [1] , who applied computer vision approaches in 3D scenes. Following his proposal, stereo matching was studied further by an increasing number of scholars, leading to more advanced algorithms being proposed. In general, stereo matching can be classified into 2 categories: local stereo matching and global stereo matching. Local matching refers to the methods using different filters. Yoon et al [2] introduced a bilateral filter to stereo matching. With the adaptive weights, their method can be used to effectively improve the matching accuracy, but cannot ensure the efficiency. Hosni et al. [3] proposed a generic and fast cost-filtering framework for more efficient stereo matching. Yang [4, 5] proposed a non-local solution for matching cost aggregation and recursive bilateral filtering, which improve the matching accuracy and efficiency. Mei et al. [6] and Yao et al. [7] proposed a segment-tree based cost aggregation method for non-local stereo matching, which leads to advances in both disparity accuracy and processing speed. Zhang [8] proposed a cross-scale framework to improve the cost aggregation for accurate stereo matching. Cigla et al. [9] presented edge-aware recursive filters(REAF) for accurate and efficient stereo matching.
For the global stereo matching method, the disparities are calculated by minimizing a global energy function. Birchfield et al. [10] proposed an algorithm to detect depth discontinuities from stereo image pairs. Their method can handle large untextured regions and accelerate the dynamic programming. Hong et al. [11] proposed a new segmentation-based stereo matching using graph cuts [12] , which is used to achieve the optimal solution by assigning disparity plane to each segment. MozerovW et al. [13] proposed to combine local cost-filtering and global energy minimization methods to improve the overall stereo matching by a two-step energy minimization algorithm using the MRF models. Their method can be used to effectively solve the stereo matching problem in occlusion regions. Zbontar et al. [14] applied the convolution neural network approach to predict the image patches matching, and used it to compute the stereo matching cost, which was further refined by cross-based cost aggregation and semi-global matching. Luo et al. [15] proposed a deep learning network to efficiently produce accurate results on GPU. Using the semi-global matching approach, Seki et al. [16] proposed a learning based penalties estimation method to predict accurate dense disparity map.
To evaluate the performance of stereo matching, Daniel et al. [17] proposed a systematic theoretic framework for stereo matching, and constructed the Middlebury testing platform, which has been widely used in stereo matching evaluation.
Although previous methods can efficiently produce accurate disparities in stereo matching, it not easy to implement them and the implementations may be failed for complex scenes. In addition, the learning based methods are not robust but depend on the training data. In this paper, we propose a robust and efficient algorithm based on SAD and improved census transformation. Our method is easy to implement and our results are very comparable to the ones obtained by using the state-of-thearts methods on the public data sets.
Algorithm

Cost Computation
Cost Aggregation
Disparity Computation
Disparity Refinement As shown in Fig. 1 , the binocular stereo matching framework consists of 4 steps. In the cost computation step, the matching cost is decided according to the differences of gray corresponding pixels. Cost aggregation mainly refers to the filtering of the matching costs. In the disparity computation step, the disparity of each pixel is selected in a defined disparity range to minimize the matching costs. Disparity refinement aims to rectify the incorrect the disparities obtained by stereo matching.
In this paper, we propose to improve the accuracy and robustness of stereo matching by combining the SAD and improved census transformation. In particular, we first perform the census transformation with left and right images; then we calculate the matching costs based on SAD and improved census transformation; finally, we perform aggregation of the matching cost and calculate the disparities. Details of the algorithm are provided in the following subsections.
Improved census transformation
Traditional census transformation overly depends on the central pixel, and the incorrect matching rate is high on regions with discontinuous and single texture. To solve this problem, we further add the spatial information to express the disparities, and they are likely to share similar textures when the distance and the gray value between a central pixel and its neighbors are low. In this paper, we propose the weighted gray average of neighboring pixels for stereo matching, see Eq. (1).
where
(2) p is the central pixel, and q is its neighboring pixels. s(·), c(·) are Gaussian functions, which determine the spatial and color differences between neighboring pixels. w p is the normalized parameter. For central pixel p in regions with a single texture, I p and I p are similar, while for central pixel p in regions with discontinuous textures, I p and I p are very different. when the central pixel is destroyed by noises, we compare neighboring pixels(I q ) of I p with I p to reduce the impact of noise.
In our improved census transformation, each neighboring pixel is represented by 2 bits, which can better express the disparity variations. The equations are as follows. 
ε(p) is the threshold for different textures, and num(·) is the number of neighboring pixels. Fig. 2 gives examples of our improved census transformation, and the sequences are used to measure the similarity of pixels from the left and right views.
Stereo matching based on SAD and improved census transformation
Traditional SAD method cannot be used to deal with images with weak textures, and might be disturbed by noises. Compared with SAD, census transformation can be used to solve FIGURE 2. Improved Census transformation the problem of weak textures, but may fail to process images with repetitive or similar textures. In this paper, we propose a novel stereo matching by combining SAD and improved census transformation, which can lead to effective reduction of incorrect matching in challenging cases, and the cost function is defined as follows.
C rCensus (·) refers to the cost of improved census transformation, and C SAD (·) is the cost based on the SAD method. p is a pixel in the left image, and p d is the corresponding pixel in the right image with d as the disparity value. Ham(·) is the Hamming distance between the Census sequences of two pixels from the left and right views
Disparity refinement
Disparities obtained in Section 3.2 may contain noises leading to loss of information, and cannot preserve the edges of objects in the scene, as shown in Fig. 3 . In this section, we further refine the disparities to improve the accuracy and quality of stereo matching.
Improved bilateral filtering
We improve the bilateral filtering by combining the disparity and RGB information, definitions are shown as follows.
I c refers to the RGB image. f (p, q), g(I p , I q ), h(I c p , I c q ) are the weights to measure the spacial, disparity and color similarity of neighboring pixels. The combination of RGB color and disparity information can better solve the information loss problem resulting from traditional bilateral filtering, and thus can obtain complete and accurate disparities.
Selective filtering
After the bilateral filtering, there are still some holes in the disparity map. To solve the 'hole' problem, we first draw a histogram for the disparities. Fig. 4 gives the histogram of a disparity image after bilateral filtering. We find that the number of pixels is relatively small for the gray value between 10 and 60, and pixels in this range are more likely to be hole regions. Based on the disparity histogram analysis, we propose the selective filtering approach, which only utilize valid neighboring pixels for bilateral filtering and thus can effectively complete the hole regions. The modified filter is shown as follows.
where T is the range of valid disparities. Fig. 3 gives results of bilateral filtering and our selective filtering, which shows advantages of our method in completing hole regions. Fig. 3 shows the results of bilateral filtering, improved bilateral filtering and our method. Although the improved bilateral filtering is better than the initial bilateral filtering, there are still some holes. In comparison, our method can produce more accurate and complete disparities by combining bilateral and selective filtering.
Results
We test our stereo matching algorithm using the public data set from Middlebury Computer vision page [18] , which is widely used by previous stereo matching methods. Fig. 4 shows stereo matching results obtained by using SAD, SSD, Census and our method. Compared with other methods, the disparities obtained by using our method is more accurate, especially for regions with details. For regions with low textures and discontinuous disparities, our method is robust and can well preserve edges. Table 1 shows further quantitative comparisons, and our method has lower matching error rate than other methods. Fig. 5 shows results of stereo matching after filtering by different filters. The first line is the input RGB images, and the following lines provide filtering results by the Gaussian filter, the bilateral filter and our filter. Compared with traditional filtering methods, our method can better preserve edges, complete disparity holes, and thus can obtain more accurate disparities, which are similar to the ground truth (See the last line of Fig. 5 ). Table 2 shows quantitative results of stereo matching after filtering. Compared with other methods, our method can better complete the disparity holes with much fewer matching errors, and works well in complex scenes with irregular shapes and more objects. We also tested our method in many examples of the data sets and complex scenes shot by ourselves, and the results are satisfactory. The main advantage of our method is that it shows the effectiveness and robustness of obtaining performance that is comparable to the one obtained using the state-of-the-art methods.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have proposed a novel algorithm for stereo matching based on SAD and improved census transformation. To reduce noises and holes in the disparities, we have further proposed improved bilateral and selective filters to refine the stereo matching results. Results and comparisons show that the disparities obtained by our method are more accurate, even in challenging cases, such as regions with low textures, discontinuous disparities and irregular shapes. Our stereo matching is efficient and easy to implement, and can directly be applied in stereo image/video processing and editing as a pre-processing step.
In the future, we will further study the stereo matching to adapt to more complex scenes and improve the matching accuracy. For real-time applications in stereo images/videos, we aim to accelerate the stereo matching through GPU optimization.
